U. S. Red Claims Americans Some Day Will Be Socialists

DEC. 4 - Socialism to better than Capitalism in the United States and will come when a majority of Americans want it, U. S. Communist Arnold Johnson asserted before 450 students, faculty and administrators in the Chemistry Auditorium tonight. American Communists believe this will occur, he said.

Many students asked the auditorium to listen to and criticize the controversial speaker whose appearance has been prohibited by the Connecticut Citizens Anti-Communist Committee, CCC pickets marched on Summit Street before and during the lecture.

When peace, progress and total Democracy are achieved in the United States, the goals of the American Communists will be the goals of the American people, he said.

When Socialism is accepted by the majority of Americans, it will come with a "Made in U.S.A." sign on it, according to Johnson.

There are no organizations tied only to "friendship relationships" between U. S. Communists and the Communists of other countries, he stressed. If you believe in Socialism here, it does not mean you have to be a member of a Communist group in the United States.

Socialism is gaining while Capitalism is declining in the world today, Johnson claimed, creating a serious crisis for the United States and other nations among the Capitalistic nations.

Nuclear weapons literally make war impossible as a means of settling disputes, and they should be outlawed and immediately stopped, Johnson added.

The major evil facing democracy, according to the Communists today causing the crisis, are the "ultra-right" to American Democracy. They are war-mongers as well as having insufficient finances, he said, and they are well-organized except possibly the Socialists who have escaped the stifling of the shell explosion of 1945, when the late President Truman presented slides of the Frieze itself and of the sections which have been excavated, he continued. The presence of the Frieze on the Acropolis during the Peloponnesian War of 431 B.C., Dr. Wiencke said, is "a technical tour de force," he explained, because, with it, the sculptors successfully depicted Xenophon's description on how to raise the standards of living so much that they may be no longer be able to support themselves.

Wiencke illustrates Study Of 'Exacting' Greek Art

DEC. 6 - "A study of the Greek Parthenon frieze can tell us as much of Greek art in the contemporary works written on the subject," Dr. Matthew I. Johnson, noted Professor of Art at Dartmouth, explained at the Marcus Moors Greek Lecture on "Phidias and the Greek Muses" in the Chemistry Auditorium.

"In design and analysis," Dr. Wiencke said, "the Parthenon frieze is an example of the work of a single, great artist, even if others did execute his final designs.

The continuity of the Frieze is evidence of the exciting discipline of the Phidian school, just as the continuity of the Hittites and the Odyssey is evidence of the unifying work of a single artist, he concluded.

To illustrate his tour around the frieze, which depicts a procession to the goddess Athena in the 5th century B.C., Dr. Wiencke presented slides of the Frieze itself and of the sections which have been excavated, he explained. The changeover from the old to the new in the frieze is "a technical tour de force," he observed, adding that when the new members return in September to become familiar with its standard, they can be met when the discussion of the proposals is continued next week.

IFC Considers Changing Membership Regulations

A RATIONAL CHANGE in the IFC membership was discussed Monday night. Under the proposed reconstruction the IFC would include one sophomore or junior member as well as a senior member from each fraternity.

The proposals were made after a study of the measures that can be taken to alleviate the membership continuity problems of the IFC from year to year. Members are elected in late spring each year and work until the end of the following year.

The new membership is not elected until the spring, and senior members will be met when the discussion of the proposals are continued next week.

The election of two members from the fraternities, with one of these being a sophomore or junior, would mean that a man could serve two years on the IFC instead of the customary three.

Food, "Off the Hook" in Room 10
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Library to Receive Soncino Talmud

The Ararat Lodge of B’nai B’rith at Trinity College will present the College Library a 36-volume set of the Talmud. The dedication ceremony and a reception will be held tonight from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the College Lounge.

According to the executive committee which is also graduates of Trinity, Melvin W. Title ’18 and Col. Milton H. Richman ’22, the rare addition to the library will include a monumental endeavor of Rabbi by Sanford Rosenberg, president of the Lodge. The library will include a number of books and scholarly explanations of the Bible, Talmud, and Jewish religious literary works. To continue the tradition of the Talmud in 36 volumes by the Soncino Press in Rabbi Joseph Albo’s commentary, the Talmud is considered the most significant and complete English translation of the sacred text.

The rare addition to the library will also provide an audience of the late B’nai B’rith by Sanford Rosenberg, president of the Lodge. The library will include a number of books and scholarly explanations of the Bible, Talmud, and Jewish religious literary works. To continue the tradition of the Talmud in 36 volumes by the Soncino Press in Rabbi Joseph Albo’s commentary, the Talmud is considered the most significant and complete English translation of the sacred text.

The rare addition to the library will also provide an audience of the late B’nai B’rith by Sanford Rosenberg, president of the Lodge. The library will include a number of books and scholarly explanations of the Bible, Talmud, and Jewish religious literary works. To continue the tradition of the Talmud in 36 volumes by the Soncino Press in Rabbi Joseph Albo’s commentary, the Talmud is considered the most significant and complete English translation of the sacred text.
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Pickets Protest Speaker

Dec. 4 - The campus tonight bristled with heavy police protection as picketers from the Connecticut Citizens Anti-Communist League and the American Communist party paraded in front of the Housatonic Hall gate while Arnold Johnson, information director of the U. S. Communist party addressed students parked into the Chemistry Auditorium. (The story of Johnson's talk may be found on page one.)

The announcements that Johnson would speak tonight touched off a barrage of protesting telegrams and telephone calls. To protest against possible incident, Hartford police, campus security guards and a police dog stationed on campus bristled before the orator's verbatim lecture began. Four Hartford police, some of whom had been arrested at the connecting Summit St. entrance, were inside the Chemistry Auditorium, admitting only those with Trinity stickers.

Edward J. McCullum at Bridgeport, President of the Connecticut Anti-Communist League, and Frank Streichman of Manchester, president and coordinator of the CACC Hartford branch, led the 15 anti-Communist pickets. McCullum, in a sign which read 'Trinity Tripod and Constitution'-in Connecticut carried signs saying, "10,000 pro-Communist Professors in the U.S.," 'Anti-Communist Wits for Surrender,' 'Trinity Soft on Communism' and 'Commie Brainwashing Sponsored by Ja- cobson, philosophy professor Myron F. Dukes, and public relations director Kenneth C. Parker.'

As the A-T-L-Am-Communist-picketed outside the student union entrance and College, students stalked into jeering, shouting and being shouted at. Just in front of the Chemistry Auditorium, College security guards stopped all cars entering trance, two were inside the Chemistry Auditorium, admitting only those with Trinity stickers.

President Albert C. Jacobs for receivers, Dr. JACOBS STATED: 'This person is coming here at the invitation of a student organization. While I in no way like having him here, we are mindful of our basic right of free speech and we are not fearful of having our struc- tures and our campus become a scene of dis- order. In fact, we are confident that the students will handle this situation when they have done so.'

This makes it clear that the university is not under indictment for any offense so that he will not use our forum for his speeches. He has been decided in a legal tribunal, but I am told of what former President Dwight D. Eisenhower said upon his inauguration as President of Columbia University, 'Who wants to come in as America's future between sta- tism and freedom if the full truth can be constantly held before their eyes?'

Jesters Offer Original Play and Poetry Sunday

Dec. 5 - The Jesters will present in reverence and originality and poetry at 10:30 p.m. Sunday in Hamlin Hall.

First on the bill is a dramatic reading of 'Electra,' a modern Greek classic that a daughter compelled by the gods to murder her father's brother, by her mother and her mother's paramour-accomplice. The play was written in blank verse by David Hume Currie.'

'The play, ancient in structure, follows the ancient theme of Great Drama, but in actuality Experimental. It differs from the original in theme, says Curry, explained, especi- ally in the background of the Classic Greek.'

'Dr. Johnson's Stand

Dr. Jacobs stated: 'This person is coming here at the invitation of a student organization. While I in no way like having him here, we are mindful of our basic right of free speech and we are not fearful of having our struc- tures and our campus become a scene of dis- order. In fact, we are confident that the students will handle this situation when they have done so.'

This makes it clear that the university is not under indictment for any offense so that he will not use our forum for his speeches. He has been decided in a legal tribunal, but I am told of what former President Dwight D. Eisenhower said upon his inauguration as Presi- dent of Columbia University, 'Who wants to come in as America's future between sta- tism and freedom if the full truth can be constantly held before their eyes?'

Telephone protests to the Johnson lecture, which was spon- sed by the Political Science Club, were received by the Public Relations office on Monday and Tuesday. An estimated fifty calls were made.

'The Hartford Branch of the CACC again telephoned President Albert C. Jacobs questioning the College's motive in 'giving Communist a picture, in fact, we are confident that the students will handle this situation when they have done so.'

This makes it clear that the university is not under indictment for any offense so that he will not use our forum for his speeches. He has been decided in a legal tribunal, but I am told of what former President Dwight D. Eisenhower said upon his inauguration as President of Columbia University, 'Who wants to come in as America's future between sta- tism and freedom if the full truth can be constantly held before their eyes?'
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McCallum resumed his vigil in the line and instructed his fellow- picket to "listen to 'sabedred doubletalk'."
Letters To the Editor

A Series Of Platitudes

To the Editor:

Radicalism. That is what anyone who knows anything about Africa will say after hearing Dr. Albion's lecture on "The Course of Empire in Africa." After bawking around a few platitude-filled platitudes, Dr. Albion can do is come back to the States with a whole new set of platitudes which contained not one constructive statement. I believe my greatest disappointment was a disregardful demonstration of his ignorance about Africa. For example, Dr. Albion's lecture was a two part lecture on this topic. He discussed the Africans who know nothing about Africa, and revealed the depths of his ignorance to those who know little about Africa.

Dr. Albion called Africa the continent that was and still is a white man's paradise. The same old self-made policies of self-sufficiency and self-mastery were always a means to an end, regardless of their eventual result. What happened when the imperialists came? Africa was robbed of her natural resources and man power by the imperialists for their own benefit. The people in Africa for years have been taken for granted. Africa was a place where you could do what you pleased, not only the imperialists, but also those who know little about Africa. Dr. Albion's lecture was a model formula in solving her problems. If anyone has any sympathy for the situation, if anyone shows empathy for the situation, if anyone shows understanding, that person should try to veer the absurdity of poverty amidst plenty and allow the African continent of Africa which is bright by the handful of ball and recognition in many cases makes up for the salary loss. Besides offers of close to $10,000, the Africans can join John the opportunity of attending McGill University during the day, because professional football teams practice in the early evening in Canada. The combination of a lucrative contract and completion of his education at an outstanding graduate school of business would give "Zim" the chance of fulfilling his life ambitions.

Ousman Sallah, '65

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

SALUTE: ED MULLETT

Ed Mullett (B.S.E.E., 1956; M.S.E.E., 1962) is Project Engineer with the New England Telephone Company in Boston. After graduating from Trinity, the Company's first engineer with the New England Telephone Company in Boston, Ed Mullett (B.S.E.E., 1956; M.S.E.E., 1962) is Project Engineer with the New England Telephone Company in Boston. In his three years as fullback for the Bears, he has been a mainstay of the Bantam XV because he lacks the size for fullback, and consistently responded with powerful inside smashes or outside sweeps in setting up many tallies as well as scoring 13 touchdowns himself.

Although Szumczyk was a fine corner lineman and defensive start, Coach Dan Jesse feels that John will be best suited as a running back in the pros, because he lacks the size for fullback and the exceptionally strong hands needed by flanker backs. Jesse also commented that, "We don't breed pro football players from brother, but made it easy for me and has the speed and size to make the big leagues."

John expressed a gratification for having been drafted as well as an intense desire to play pro ball and improve himself. He credits Charlie Sticks with helping him learn the art of running and football in general. He stated, "I realize that I've done nothing spectacular, and must improve in every respect to stand a chance of making a pro team. I'm very grateful for the opportunity afforded me and I hope to make the best of it."

He continued on by stating, "My biggest thrill was our 23 point rally to tie Wesleyan my sophomore year, our victory over Tufts last year, and of course the Amherst upset this year." Szumczyk and six of his teammates were selected to the UP! All New England squad this past year. John, quarterback Dan Taylor, and halfback Tom Calabrese were given honorable mention, Captain Mike Sheehan, center Bill Fox, and end George Cantin were also listed.

Ed's career has presented many unusual engineering challenges and rewards and a chance to get his Master's Degree in computer engineering. Ed Mullett and other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring the finest communications service in the world to the homes and businesses of a growing America.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

The BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Trinity College Basketball
Contest Has Dozen Winners

FIRST PRIZE — $100
KEN ABERBAUGH ’64
SECOND PRIZE — $25
B. EBRSOLD ’63
THIRD PRIZE — $15
B. BURGEE ’63
FOURTH PRIZE — $10
D. SAKLAD ’64

ED LANDES PACES FROSH
FROSH TOO HOT FOR M.I.T.

DEC. 3 - Trinity soccer coach Roy
Fenrich had a field day as he
watched the Bantams outclass
the Harvard Crimson with a 94-66
triumph, over Bridgeport.

Trinity was never in serious
trouble after jumping out to a
7-2 lead in the early moments of
the contest.

Josephson Makes
Soccer Finals

DEC. 5 - Trinity soccer coach Roy
Dahl today announced that five
Philadelphians, five of the top
players have been selected to
face the amateurs.

THE EEUROPEAN VERSION OF THE PRINCE OF WALES
LIVING HIS NOBLE LIFE
ONCE UPON A TIME IN ENGLAND...

Pins Also
Adult F.I.

“THE GIRL AND
THE RIVER” IN COLOR

Classic Presentations from
Great Britain

- Exclusive tie silk covered club pattern wallets
- Reversible mufflers cashmere and silk foulard
- Scotch Shetland Hose
- Sheering Lamb Coats
- Handcrafted Shetland Sweaters
- Turbeneck Silk
- Shearing Lamb Gloves
- Shetland Tweed Slacks
- Silk Gaberdine Doctors Coat

24 Tremont St, Hartford
Tel. 325-2199
Open Monday Thru Saturday